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Ignorance of the basic principles of music reading

was one of the primary obstacles to the improvement of

congregational singing in nineteenth-century America.

Six separate numeral notation systems arose to provide

a simple way for the common man to learn the basic prin-

ciples of music. Hartley Day developed his own numeral

notation system and published six tune-books that enjoyed

modest success in the New England area. This thesis exam-

ines Day's numeral notation system as it appeared in the

Boston Numeral Harmony (1845), and the One-Line Psalmist

(1849). It also studies Day's periodical, The Musical

Visitor, in which he continually attacked Lowell Mason,

possibly leading to Mason's dismissal as Superintendent

of Music of Boston's public schools.
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CHAPTER I

H.W. Day

The purpose of this paper is to provide a profile of

the life and works of Hartley Wood Day (1811-1865?). Day

has been mentioned in passing by 'a few authors but .io one

has devoted much attention to him. The most difficult part

of research concerning Day was basic information such as his

complete name: he preferred to use his first two initials.

The genealogical data about Day was also hard to trace and

what follows is a possible genealogical portrait based on

what little information exists. A Hartley W. Day is listed

in Vital Records of Old Bristol and Nobleboro Maine. He

was born in 1811 in Old Bristol, Maine, a predominantly

Irish settlement. His marriage to Margaret Teague in 1833

is also recorded. Day could easily have travelled down the

coastline to Boston and published his first three tune-

books during this period: David's Harp (Boston: Day,

1837) , Temple Chants (Boston: Day, 1839), and The Vocal

School (Boston: Day, 1839).

1. Dodge, Christine Huston, ed., Vital Records of Old
Bristol and Nobleboro Maine, 2 vols. (Brunswick, Maine:
Maine Historical Society, 1947), II, 65.

1
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The 1840 census found Day and his family in Nobleboro,

.2Maine. Day had two daughters listed, one under five and

another between five and ten. Day also had a Boston,

Massachusetts address, No. 8 Court Square, at which he

published his periodical (The American Journal of Music, and

Musical Visitor I-V January 1, 1840- August 28, 1846), his

tune-book Revival Hymns (Boston: Day, 1842), and his five

numeral notation tune-books: Boston Numeral Harmony (Boston:

Day, 1845), Sight Singing Glee Book (Boston: Day, 1846),

Little Sight Singer (Boston: Day, 1847), One-Line Psalmist

(Boston: Day, 1849), and Sight Singing Manual (Boston:

R.F. Beal, 1849). Perhaps Day lived apart from his family

during this period, considering the amount of time he spent

developing and advertising his numeral notation system, and

fighting with Lowell Mason.

According to the 1850 census of Maine, Day returned to

Lincoln County to Damariscotta, Maine, a ship building

center and the home of his family.3 Day's age was thirty-

nine, he had real estate valued at $1,000, and particularly

2. Population Schedules of the Sixth Census of the United
States, National Archives Microfilm Publications, Volume
13, Reel 44, Roll 310, The National Archives and Records
Service (Washington, D.C.: General Services Administra-
tion, 1963), 156.

3. Population Schedules of the Seventh Census of the United
States, National Archives Microfilm Publications, Volume
8, Copy M-432, Roll 260, The National Archives and
Records Service (Washington, D.C.: General Services
Administration, 1963, 436.
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interestingly, he listed his profession as a ship carpenter.

At this point, he had stopped publishing his periodical and

numeral notation tune-books, with the exception of the 1854

printing of The Organ (Boston: Day), a keyboard tune-book

in his numeral notation. Daughters Elizabeth R., 11, Sarah

L., 5, and Mary E., 2, and son Manley A. 9, are recorded, as

well as two guests living in the home, Ann Teague, 69,

Margaret's mother, and Daniel Moody, 65, also a. shp

carpenter. The Day family cemetery, on School Street across

from the Louis French Appliance Store, contains headstones

for two of Day's daughters. One who died in 1858 and Sarah

L., who died in 1868.4

The last census entry on Day is in 1860 in Weare, New

Hampshire, southwest of Damariscotta.5 Significantly, in

this entry he used his first two initials, rather than his

full name. In all his published works, he had used his

first two initials. This is also the strongest confirmation

that these various census records concern the same man.

Day's whereabouts after 1860 are not known. Because there

is no listing of Day in the ninth and tenth census records

4. Trickey, Katherine W., ed., Maine Old Cemetery
Association Cemetery Inscription Project (Augusta, Maine:
Maine Old Cemetery Association, 1982), 164.

5. Population Schedules of the Eighth Census of the United
States, National Archives Microfilm Publications, Volume
6. Copy T-7, Roll 149, The National Archives and Records
Service (Washington, D.C.: General Services
Administration, 1963), 24.
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of the United States, including the Soundex index to the

population schedules, a question mark has been placed behind

his death date of 1865.

Although he only flourished for a short period of

time, Day compiled and published six numeral notation

tune-books which completed with other numeral notation

systems. Because the numeral and other non-conventional

notations were only a minor trend, Day and many of -iis
contemporaries were quickly forgotten. This paper discusses

the various non-conventional notations, examines Day's

numeral notation, and his well-documented skirmishes with

Lowell Mason.



CHAPTER II

NUMERAL NOTATIONS IN AMERICA

From the European perspective, the state of music in

America at the beginning of the eighteenth century was

deplorable. George Hood, in A History of Music in New

England relates his own observations:

The few music books that had from time to time found
their way into the colonies were rapidly decreasing and
the few they had, had so long been neglected that the
few melodies sung became corrupted, until no two
individuals sang them alike. So little attention was
paid to time that they were often one or two words
apart, producing noises so hideous and disorderly, as is
bad beyond expression. The declining state of music had
been so gradual and imperceptible that the very
confusion and discord was grateful to their ears; apd a
melody sung in time and tune, was really offensive.

This lack of psalm books and the fact that the typical

colonist could not read the music anyway, led to the

practice known as "lining out." This was a tedious method

wherein the deacon sang one or two lines from one of the

four or five well-known tunes and the congregation sang

responsively. Because melodies were being unintentionally

1. George Hood, A History of Music in New England (New York:
Johnson Reprint Corp., 1970), 84-85.

5
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changed, however, "lining out" was short-lived and many

ministers insisted on the return to "regular singing" or

"singing by note." These ministers were concerned that only

a few tunes were in use and that there was no agreement in

performance of these tunes as to rhythm, pitch, or

embellishments.

Several alternative notation systems arose to provide

a simple way for the common, uneducated man to learn the

basic principles of music. The musical reform movement led

John Tufts (1689-1750) to publish in 1721 the first

instruction book on singing, An Introduction to the Singing

of Psalm Tunes in a Plain and Easy Method with a Collection

of Tunes in Three Parts.2 Tuft's alternative notation

system used the letters F,S,and M to represent Fa, Sol, La

and Mi, and placed them on their respective lines and

spaces. While duration was notated by the use of dots,

Tufts had no symbols for rests (Example 1).

These Letters will serve also to measure the Length
of the Notes, or to show how long each Note is to be
sounded. For instance in Common Time, a letter with two
Points on the right side of it thus (F:) is to be
sounded as long as you would be distinctly telling One,
Two, Three, Four. A Letter with but one Point thus ,
(F.) is to be sounded while you are telling One, Two, A
Letter without any Point thus (F) only half so long.

2. John Tufts,, An Introduction to the Singing of Psalm Tunes
in a Plain and Easy Method with a Collection of Tunes in
Three Parts (Boston: Samuel Gerrish, 1721).

3. Ibid., 101.
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Example 1. John Tufts, An Introduction to the Singing of
Psalm Tunes (Boston, 1721), p. 10.

YORK. C. M.

I aats.

i.i.I- Ipr

Tuft's tune-book was very popular, going through

eleven editions between 1721 and 1744. A new tune-book did

not appear until 1785, when Benjamin Dearborn (1754-1838)

published A Scheme for Reducing the Science of Music to a

More Simple State -- Especially Calculated For the

Convenience of Learners (Portsmouth, N.H.: Dearborn, 1785).

Dearborn also believed that the easiest way to read music

was through the use of letters rather than notes and his

notation system is much more complicated than Tufts.

Discarding the staff, Dearborn placed the letters

A,B,C,D,E,F, and G on a horizontal line. He always used the

octave beginning on G. Some of Dearborn's unusual markings

and their meanings are as follows: m or w denotes a

triplet,/\ equals a sharp and Nf7a flat, indicates

the treble, the counter, the tenor, the bass

clef,, and the "flower" K is found at the end of tunes.

1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 represent the whole note, half note,

quarter note, eighth note, sixteenth note, and thirty-second
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note, respectively. Any figure found under or over a letter

applies to all succeeding letters until a new figure is

given. Dearborn used the same letter names for each tune

and placed the letters to denote the key at the beginning of

the tune. The lower letter is always "g" or "A"in the "key

signature" and all letters with pitches above it are placed

above the time denoting figure, and all letters with pitches

below this initial upper letter are placed below their

figure (Example 2).

Singing schools began in Boston as early as 1712. They

were formed and directed by singing masters who spent a few

days to several weeks in Boston and the surrounding

villages, holding classes in member's homes or in the school

house.

All the candidates for membership paraded around the

room in a circle, the singing master in the center. The

master then read the rules, instructing all to pay

attention to the rising and falling of the notes. Books

containing individual parts, treble, counter, tenor and

bass, were distributed and directions for pitch were

given. Then the master commenced. Now follow me right

up and down; sound.

As the Nineteenth-century advanced, northern cities

such as Boston and New York grew. Increasing commerce

brought in wealth, and immigration brought a population

4. Moses Cheney, cited in E.B. Birge, History of Public

School Music in the United States (Philadelphia: Oliver

Ditson Co., 1928), 12.
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increase, As population, wealth, and leisure time increased

the middle class became interested in the regular

consumption of the arts.

The career of "singing master" became a profession,

rather than an avocation. Many singing masters were

successful businessmen, developing new systems of musical

notation and publishing their own tune-books. Through mass

production and distribution, the singing masters could

keep their students happy with fresh material and attract

new disciples by the publication of their names.

Sensational advertising was used to lure in new students, an

example of which is found in the preface of H.W. Day's

Boston Numeral Harmony.

With this system of musical notation, persons can be

taught to read music in every possible key, in one

twentieth part of the time necessarily required the

other way; and fifty may be induced to learn to every 5
ten who would have patience to continue the other way.

There were six different alternative notation systems

used in the North in the nineteenth-century: John J.

Hood's, Rev. Truman Van Tassel's, Letter, Four-character,

Seven-character, and Numeral. Four-character systems were

the most popular, utilized in thirty-eight books in

sixty-nine editions. In second place was seven-character

5. H.W. Day, Boston Numeral Harmony (Boston: H.W. Day,
1845), 2.
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notation with twenty-six books in twenty-one editions.

Numeral notation was the third most popular alternative

notation system with twenty-two books in twenty-five

editions.6

In 1880, John J. Hood devised an alternative notation

system that utilized normal notation with note heads

indicating a solmization syllable. Hood was neither a

compiler nor composer, but rather a printer of books

containing his notation. Consequently, he did not provide

rudimentary instructions in the preface to his books after

the initial The Quiver of Sacred Song (Philadelphia: John

J. Hood, 1880). All of Hood's books were intended for

Sabbath Schools or Prayer Meetings, with the exception of

The Pleasant Hour (Philadelphia: R.A. Glenn, 1883),

designed for conventions, music classes and home circles.

Appendix E lists all editions (1880-1886) using Hood's

notation.

Hood placed different marks in each note of the scale

with do, mi, and sol as notes of repose and re, fa, la, and

si, being notes of motion and which have a tendency for

resolution to do, mi, and sol (Example 3).

Hood's notation indicated the basic tendencies of each

note in the scale. The notes of repose are placed on the

6. Earl O. Loessel, The Use of Character Notes and Other
Unorthodox Notations in Teaching the Reading of Music in
the Northern United States During the Nineteenth-Century
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 1959), 320.
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right side and make up the tonic chord. Those notes found

on the left side are notes of motion, i.e., notes that lead

Example 3. J. Hood, Characteristics of Notes of the Scale.
The Quiver of Sacred Song (Philadelphia: J.J. Hood,
1880), p. 3.

pK. w...... SE.
A esee. or

DORepoo. . . . oo ot. od. po Soil-

Lees t i o o s e 4ou iut . A eta. up.

Gcr1v. Kdow-

LALead. 1 tor . .. te, totbteo. j ud slopt.g

To .. erry
Rj Lead to 0o or it .. Rwusng...erfu egleror

A Ntrl. or

SD L Repa .. Drcght. fM g. &}to ..m d

to the stable tonic notes. In addition to vocal music, Hood

used his notation in instrumental.selections, but not in the

instrumental accompaniment. Because a clear example was not

available, a transcription is included (Example 4).

In 1846, the Reverend Truman Van Tassel developed an

unusual notation system that looks similar to thirteenth-

century manuscript notation. Breves, longs, and maximas are

used so that the value of the note is equal to the length of the

notehead (Example 5).

Example 5. Van Tassel's Rhythmic Notation.

Note Rest
S Whole
1.... Half
L. Quarter

Eighth
Sixteenth
Thirty-second
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b) Transcription

SONG AND ACCOMPANIMENT
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Van Tassel represented pitch by the position of the note

head on the stem (Example 6).

Example 6. Van Tassel's Pitch Representation.

The lowest octave is notated by a dot below the note, the

middle octave has no dot, and the highest octave has a dot

placed above the note. Van Tassel published The

Phonographic Harmonist (Syracuse: C. H. Stoughton) in 1846

(Example 7).

Letter notation was used by the United Society of

Believers in Christ's Second Appearing, otherwise known as

the Shaking Quakers or Shakers. The Shakers were a

religious community under the guidance of Anne Lee

(1736-1784), of Manchester, England, who escaped religious

persecution by bringing her sect to America in 1774.

The Shakers believed that Mother Ann was the female

incarnation of the dual Savior, fulfilling the gospel

prophecy of Christ's second coming, and to be certain of

salvation they remained unmarried and sexually
abstinent, o rganizing their reclusive lives around work
and prayer.

Mother Ann had supposedly seen letter notation in a

7. Victor Yellin and H. Wiley Hitchcock, "Shakers" The New

Grove Dictionary of American Music 4 vols., ed. H..Wiley

Hitchcock and Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1986),
IV, 775-776.
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b) Transcription

A life the o-cean wave!
A home on the rolling

deep! Where the scattered waters rave, And the winds their revels'

.

keep.

Like an eagle caged, I pine on this dull unchanging

s VIL



shore. Oh give me the flashing brine The spray and the

Chorus

tem-pests roar. The winds, the winds, the winds, their revels

keep.

20

Pi

IJ

IF
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vision from the Lord. Henry C. Blinn's Sacred Repository of

Anthems and Hymns (Canterbury, N.H.: n.p., 1852), contains

the most fully developed version of this notation. The

letter "A" is always used as tonic and the remaining letters

of the scale are "heighted", as in neumes of the

eleventh-century. Duration is explained in Example 8.

Example 8. H. Blinn's Rhythmic Notation.

Semibreve, or whole note Al B I Ci Di
Minim, or half note at bi cidi
Crotchet, or quarter note a b c d
Quaver, or eighth note a b c d
Semiquaver, or sixteenth note a b c d

Shaker notation (Example 9) was used exclusively by them and

as the Shakers disappeared, so did their letter notation.

An important alternative notation system was the

development of the four-character shape-note notation,

otherwise known as buckwheat, patent, or fasola notation.

William Little and William Smith's Easy Instructor (Albany:

Webster & Steele, 1798) was the first tune-book to use

four-character notation. This was followed in 1803, by

Andrew Law's Art of Singing (Cambridge: W. Hillard). Both

utilize the square, circle, triangle and diamond, to

represent the solmization syllables fa, sol, la, and mi, but

in different patterns (Example 10).
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Example 9. H. Blinn, Sacred Repository of Anthems and Hymns
(Canterbury, N.H.: n.p., 1852), p. 28.

a) Facsimile

POWER OF FAITIL
4 0 come all ve that scck salvation, and behold what the

g g sgs e g-S e e ed ie e dl ed e c c cd

power of faith, truth and justification will do. It will banish

gIo- g g g

e t e e d t c c cd n ed c

all fears and doubts a--way, it will force great mountains in-

. al .c.

r gg g g .rg
ce - de edldc' -cdo f .e

to the sea; it will cause the deaf to hear, nnd the dumb shall

c cd e ed c dc c
- . - - g g- g -

e d ,c - e,

arise and speak, and confound the kings ind nobles. Here

a a a is c' d e ed c dc , is ic :
-- g g - -- - t

the lame now are seen in the dances of them that make merry.

a a :
g - -

d f e ed c d e e e d d c':
Yea the dead have been raised, the lep -er is cleansed, the high

c ,.a -
.g' g g Ig dchlgcg I

----- e d" c t . c c

lofty he - ro is fall - en before this mighty power.

a g t r.-

ce e d-c c d g.ee ed ic ;
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b) Transcription

p come all ye that seek salvation and behold

what the power of faith truth and justification will do. it will

banish all fears and doubts a-way. It will force great

%0-"=I* I A - T.JE

mountains into the sea. It will cause the deaf to hear, and the

dumb shall arise and speak and con-found the kings 4nd nobles.

0 IL_'

Here the lame now are seen in the dances of them that make merry.

Yea the dead have been raised the leper is cleansed the

-1 W- J 1

fore this mighty power.high lofty hero is fallen be--
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Example 10. Law's and Little & Smith's Four-character
Notation.

Law Little & Smith

D > >0
fa sol la mi fa sol la mi

The four-character notation was very popular in the South

and Midwest. The Sacred Harp (Philadelphia: S. C. Collins,

1844) by Benjamin Franklin White is the best-known tune-book

utilizing four-character notation and is still used in

singing conventions today (Example 11).

Northern composers such as Lowell Mason opposed the

four-character notation because seven-syllable solmization

had become popular in Europe and in the Eastern states.

Consequently, Jesse B. Aiken in The Christian Minstrel

(Philadelphia: E. C. & J. Biddle, 1846) added three more

shapes to the existing shapes of Little and Smith's system

(Example 12).

Twelve seven-character systems arose but Aiken's

system remained the most popular because it was thought that

his system was patented, hence the name "patent notes"

(Example 13). Tune-books containing any of the character

note systems were comprised of indigenous psalm and hymn

tunes and also folk hymns, associating character notes with

country people. This unfavorable association was the

primary reason for the decline of character notation.

A curious alternative notation system which was never
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intended for adoption was Aldine S. Kieffer's satirical

animal notation (Example 14). Kieffer was editor of the

Musical Million and Fireside Friend, a periodical which

promoted shape-note gospel hymnody in the South. In volume

twenty-one, 1890, the Musical Million carried Kieffer's

Example 13. Systems of Seven-character Notation.
8

Chapin & Dickerson (-Phila.,1810)

David Sower, Jr. (Norristown,Pa.,1832)

J.B. Aiken (Phila.,1846)

A. Auld (Cincinnati, 1847)

14.L. Swan (Nashville, 1848)

J. Funk (Winchester, Va., 1851)

A.W. Johnson (Nashville, 1853)

W.B. GilhaU (Columbia, Tenn., 1854)

S. Wakefield (Cincinnati, 1854)

J.J. Fast (Hudson, Ohio, 1854)

E.D. M'Cauley (Fredericksburg, Pa.,1856)

W. Walker (Spartansburg, S.C.,1866)

Re Mi Fa Sal La Si

I p P P

TQ P P P
4

a

f'

4

P

P

4

F

P
P
P

0

P

i

t

-4

r

M

.

.

i

s

8. Arthur Edwards and W. Thoman Marroco Music in the United
States (Dubuque IA: Wm. C. Brown Co.,, 1968), 32.

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P
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facetious new notation system which he directed at 
rural

reformers.

Example 14. A. Kieffer's Animal Scale.

dodo rat mink flamingo snail lark strepsipter

d r ua fa sL La i

Of the alternative notation systems discussed, there

were five main types of numeral systems, most of which were

published in the last half of the nineteenth-century,

spanning the years 1839-1887 (Appendix A lists all

publications). Thomas Harrison was the first to publish a

tune-book in numeral notation, The Juvenile Numeral Singer

(Cincinnati: Harrison, 1839); his notation system having

been patented October 26, 1839.9

Harrison's system utilized the numerals one to seven

to represent the scale degrees and placed them on two

horizontal lines with the numbers below the staff

representing the lower octave and those above 
the staff

representing the higher octave so that there was a range 
of

9. U.S. Patent #1381
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three octaves in each vocal part. The duration of tones was

indicated by periods before the notes or commas beneath the

numbers (Example 15).

Example 15. Harrison's Rhythmic Notation.

Octuple Quadruple Double Common Half Quarter Eighth
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Numbers preceded by an "s" were sharped and numbers preceded

by an "f" were flatted. The Sacred Harmonicom (Cincinnatti:

Morton & Griswold, 1845), was immediately popular and

received favorable newspaper reviews. Harrison's tune-books

were designed for public school and Sunday School use and

were widely used in the Midwest and South. Appendix B lists

Harrison's tune-books as well as compilations containing his

notation (Example 16).

Hartley Wood Day was the second individual to compile a

numeral notation tune-book. Appendix C contains the most

accurate listing of Day's tune-books yet to be compiled.

Day's first four tune-books were in conventional notation,

but in 1845 he published the Boston Numeral Harmony (Boston:

Day). Day also used the numerals one to seven to represent
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the scale degrees but the majority of 
his musical symbols is

orthodox (Example 17). Chapter Two will examine Day's

numeral notation system in greater detail.

The numeral notation created by Asa Fitz 
and J.W.

Green is similar to Harrison's and Day's 
systems in that the

numerals one to seven denote scale degrees. In 1850, Fitz

and Green published School Songs for the 
Million (Boston:

Fitts, Hobbs & Co.). The compilers did not use any line to

specify octaves but, rather, designated octaves by three

printed types of arabic numerals (Example 18).

Example 18. Fitz and Green's Octave Designation.

1234 5671234567 1234667

Duration was expressed via dots, dashes and parenthesis.

To express, in our system of Figured music, all the

different lengths of sounds required, we use only 
two

characters, viz., the Dash and the Dot. 
The Dash has

two distinct offices; it indicates, 1st ADDITION, 2d.

DIVISION. When placed after a figure, it adds to the

length of its sound; but when placed 
within a

parenthegs, it adds to the length or duration 
of

silence.

Note lengths are illustrated in Example 19.

10. Fitz & Greene, School Songs for the Million (Boston:

Fitz, Hoobs & Co., 1850), 45.
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Example 19. Fitz & Green's Rhythmic Notation.

BY ADDITION

- ) 0)
0 4 4-'

4' 0 0 a)
o z Z z

C a) a
C) '4 *4~

o o -- (0
.c 0 -

: C: ) E

BY DIVISION

3 3

4)
0

* 0 4-

4- z o -'

o a
Z C) ~a)

4 -' 4 -' )

S -H -
:I C!

An example of Fitz and Green's notation used in the

popular song "Home, Sweet Home" is found in Example

20.
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Example 20. Fitz & Green, School Songs for the Million
(Boston: Fitz, Hobbs & Co., 1850), p. 51.

a) Facsimile

FIGURED 3Darm,.-NO. 4.

SWEET IIOME.
K . M ajer. tWL*a A .

r. i 1 24)2F 4342 3.IJ 346 e
1 1'41 p a..trr"ai s * aIrCPI though hrtiiav risrot. 11.it eetr 5i0 --

2j 27 ".. :

alt. 11 243 t'3r2927 1-1 124j3
\ni Le ii !rom li ,& ph slldor dat(A m II. g 11 m my

Ar i'-lu l l 111 5 55 ].'0 I I V .1

Tr. 354-94 21 (--)5 1]J7(. 2 ): 3F).342 3.
1le, three nO liat C lke home. A charr fr'mu th e5 seema t1hi l .u" there,

.1 3 1 27 1(--) 3 t' "4.3 31 3 7l-
ly thlatc Ii 4'ottage a gain ! The bird siging syly, t}Et crme at my call, -

1117 5 5 5 f1 (-) i 4 4 .1 1 T 1 sTr. 1

Tr. 5 ]L7658b 4-321 (')i-4(2I
Whieh seik thr&' the world, is necer mt with else-where. HJLme. home,

-.- - - - .. -... ..... t

A.3 4.33132125 3.(- 5- t
G ve me them, with the pence of mind. dearer than all. llMime, hnmr,

S1 4 4-ijiH1 5 55 I.(-- 1 5

Tr. *j(--) 2(-.(-5 765 3 4 2 1.-
Mw. et, w'ctt nme! Tfher 's no place lik how,'1 I rF 's' n lm i'ec like hnmrie.

Al. 3() 7(--)d1(--)3Q54-3 3 y129 25 3. I
Swtret, . eet honie! There s no plae like 'hnme, hre s no place ike home.

Bu" 1(--) 5(--)i1(--)1 4 4.1|1 1 s ? 5!1."
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b) Transcription

SWEET HOME

mid pleasures and palaces though we may roam. Be it

e-ver so humble there's no place like home. A

charm from the skies seems to ha-Ilow us there. Which
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1.
seek thro the world is ne er met ith else- where.

-1--i r

Home Home Sweet Sweet Home! There's

pTk.

no place like home Therein no place like home.

I_ _ c- _ _ _
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The father and son team of Augustus D. Fillmore and

James H. Fillmore dominated the numeral notation field.

Appendix D lists their contributions. The Fillmores

initally began publishing music using Harrison's system, but

in 1857 they published The New Nightingale (Cincinnati

Applegate), which was comprised of both sacred and secular

songs with numbers in place of the note heads (Example 21).

Example 21. A.D. Fillmore, The New Nightingale (Cincinnati:
Applegate, 1857), p. 31.

Other than this feature, the system was traditional. There

are many theories as to why the Fillmore's abandoned

Harrison's system but it was probably due to the fact that

Harrison's system was too complicated and the Fillmores were

eager to sell books.

James Fillmore continued publishing tune-books in

numeral notation after his father died in 1870 but he

altered the system slightly by notating quarter notes with

white numbers and whole and half notes with black numbers

inside the noteheads and called these "combined notes"

(Example 22).

James Fillmore considered his notation as an aid in
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learning to read music and not as a system to supplant

regular notation.

Joyful Notes is not issued so much for the musical
public as for those who desire to make a beginning in
the science. It is not expected that this notation will
be universally adopted, at least right away; but we
firmly believe that more genuine progress in the science
of music and singing can be made in any given time by
its use gan by attacking round notes in the first
studies.

James Fillmore's most popular tune-books were Songs of

Glory (Cincinnati: Fillmore Bros., 1874), Songs of Gratitude

(Cincinnati: Fillmore Bros., 1877), and Praise and Rejoicing

(Cincinnati: Fillmore Bros., 1884). George Pullen Jackson in

White Spirituals in the Southern Uplands reports that

281,000 copies of James Fillmore's tune-books Songs of Glory,

Songs of Gratitude, and Praise and Rejoicing were sold and

94,000 of them went into southern states.12

Numeral notation as well as other alternative notation

systems were short lived. Of the six types of alternative

notation systems cited, only the character notes are still

used today at select singing conventions, primarily in the

South. The competition was fierce among tune-book compilers

11. James H. Fillmore, Joyful Notes (Cincinnatti:
Fillmore Bros., 1875), 2.

12. George P. Jackson, White Spirituals in the Southern
Uplands (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina,
1933), 341.
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using numeral notation. Because so many systems were

developed in a relatively short period of time, the market

was saturated with tune-books. Compilers spent a great deal

of time promoting their own systems and ridiculing all

others.

A large factor in the decline of numeral notation was

the birth of vocal music instruction in the public schools.

New types of textbooks used in music education

were written in response to a need for material for new

types of music classes. For the first time all grades

of the schools were beginning to be included in the

music program. No longer was the tune-book, or any

other single text-book adequate for vocal music

instruction. The singing schools and tune-books which

had prompted music education in the eighteenth and first

part of the nineteenth centuries now were superseded by

music instruction in both the elementary and grammar

school13 and the graded series of vocal music instruction

books.

13. Loessel, op. cit. 405-406.



CHAPTER III

DAY'S NUMERAL NOTATION SYSTEM

Hartley Wood Day revered the eminent Lowell Mason for

many years and faithfully attended his music classes and

teacher conventions. Nevertheless, the two were in direct

competition as music educators, composers, compilers of

tune-books, and editors of music periodicals. Day was never

asked to teach at the Boston Academy of Music, something he

dearly wanted and, as a result of being snubbed, used his

periodical, The Musical Visitor, to ridicule and defame

Lowell Mason. This ridicule may have played a part in

Mason's dismissal from the Boston Academy of Music.

Although Hartley Day was only slightly successful at

compiling and marketing his tune-books, he was prosperous in

his endeavors as editor and publisher of the Musical Visitor

(1840-1846). The annual subscription price was one dollar

and it was printed on a semimonthly basis at 63 Myrtle

Street in Boston. It began on January 1, 1840, and

continued for six years; this was remarkable because no

previous musical periodical had lasted more than two years.

For instance, Lowell Mason's own Musical Library (July

43
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1835-Oct. 1835) and The Seraph (Aug. 1838-July 1840) were

short lived.

The "association of gentlemen" who assisted Day as

editor of the Musical Visitor believed that the mission of

the periodical was to provide just what the then present

state of music in this country demanded. In the first

issue, the association stated its purpose: "The paper in

its character, it is intended, shall be strictly moral,

devoted to the interests of musical education.

By volume three, the title of the periodical had been

changed from the Musical Visitor to the Boston Musical

Visitor. Yet another change occurred when American Journal

of Music and Musical Visitor appeared on volume four.

During this time, Day had moved his publishing headquarters

to No. 8 Court Square, opposite the side door of the new

court house, over the coroner's office on the third floor.

The American Journal of Music and Musical Visitor

contained a wide array of items; besides advertisements of

new musical publications, announcements of concerts, feature

articles on musical subjects, and information pertaining to

musical societies, Day provided cures for bee stings and

consumption, bible commentaries, articles on women who marry

for money, and on proper vocations for wives.

1. H.W. Day, The Musical Visitor I/1 (January 1, 1840),
2.
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Asa Fitz and E.B. Dearborn, in their short-lived

musical periodical, The Musical Reporter (Jan. 1841- Sept.

1841), expressed their disgust for Day's American Journal

of Music and Music and Musical Visitor.

It is well known to many persons, that the editors
of the Reporter were concerned more than a year since in
starting a small paper, called the Musical Visitor. It
immediately became the vehicle of the most degraded
system of begging that can be imagined. The so called
original music showed the most bare-faced plagerisms.
The bad grammar that filled its pages disgusted every
reader that ever heard of Lindley Murray; While in
England the paper has been held up to the scorn of the
public, is a specimen of yankee begging and bad
English.

Hartley Wood Day believed that his numeral notation

system outshone all previous and existing sight-reading

systems, including Thomas Harrison's three numeral notation

tune-books, (see Appendix A). Day enthusiastically

introduced his Boston Numeral Harmony (Boston: Day, 1845),

a tune-book entirely in his numeral notation system, in the

November 30, 1845, issue of the American Journal of Music

(Day's Sales Pitch is given in full in Appendix F).

In the following issue of the American Journal of

Music (December 30, 1845), Day provided excerpts of the

rudiment section and selected tunes from the Boston Numeral

Harmony. He displayed a compass of five octaves, ascending

and descending, in the bass and treble clef. When

2. Fitz and Dearborn, The Musical Reporter 1/5 (May 1841),
224-225.
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necessary, an added staff above and below was used, which

extended the compass to nine scales (Example 23).

Example 23. H.W. Day's Scale Extension.

Day then explained his notation of duration. Whole

notes are indicated by a short dash following the numeral,

1-2-3-. Half notes are notated alone, 1 2 3. Quarter notes

are numerals 1 2 3 or f1 t2 i3. Eighth notes are seen as 1 2 3

or 1 2 3. Sixteenth notes are notated 1 2 3 or 1 2 3. A

dot following a number is equivalent to a dotted half note

in the "round note" system.

One of the advantages of Day's system was that the

pieces could be sung in any key. Day often lists two or

more keys in which he suggests the songs be sung (Example

24).

The January 22, 1846, issue of the American Journal of

Music contains more excerpts taken directly from the

rudiment section of the Boston Numeral Harmony. In this

issue and in many to follow, there are testimonials exalting

Day's numeral notation system.
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b) Transcription

CHARLESTOWN

6 a

0 Lord our heavenly King, Thy name is all di-

IAd

I I I I I

vine. Thy glories 'round the earth are spread, And

I
"pll .-

J-
I . I

o'er the hea- vens they shine.

i. i .

. i

A -- Li 
26

9 1 v
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Mr. Engle from Heldoberg N.Y. writes - 'At this
time I received the Boston (Numeral Harmony) the school
was entirely ignorant of music - otherwise very
intelligent. I went through some preparatory exercises
on the board and then wrote the scale with numerals and
commenced the Numeral Harmony system in full, and as
might have been expected, after seeing the perfect
consistency and simplicity of the work, the school in
one evening learned to read music in any key. After a
few more lessons in Time and some necessary rules, they
will e able to sing at sight any piece of music before
them.

Day was aware that not everyone would convert to his

system and in the preface to the Boston Numeral Harmony,

he opposes these individuals.

This work is published in the face and eyes of
violent opposition. Publishers, who have from three to
five thousand dollars invested in music plates in round
notes - printing establishments and foundries that have
a far greater amount employed in types, punches' matrices,
moulds, etc. Various music writers, who have risked
their fame, and own, in part, copyrights, in round notes
- some teachers who have pinned their faith on other
men's sleeves - some elderly persons, whose opinions
have become fixed, and those whose prejudices have taken
the throne of judgment and foreigners, generally - will
pronounce, at once, the system, the improved musical
notation, and the claim of the work, as the latest humbug;
because the successful reception of thij notation will
interfere with their private interests.

Day begins the Boston Numeral Harmony with at twenty-

four chapter section on rudiments entitled "Elementary Rules

and Exercises / for / Reading Music at Sight / With

Questions to Aid Both Teacher and Pupil." Chapter One lists

the four departments of Music:

3. H.W. Day, American Journal of Music IV/18 (January 22,
1846), 189.

4. H.W. Day, Boston Numeral Harmony (Boston: H.W. Day,
1845), 2.
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First, MELODY, which relates to a succession of sounds

differing in pitch.
Second, RHYTHM, which relates to sounds differing in

length.
Third, DYNAMICS, which relates to sounds differing in

force.
Fourth, MUSICAL ELOCUTION, which relates to a correct

intonation of voice, and pronunciation of words.

Then follows, as in every chapter, a series of review

questions for the pupil.

Chapter Two discusses melody. The scale, production

of sounds, posture of the body, and comparative distances of

the scale are covered. "At the foundation of melody lies a

series of sounds called the diatonic scale. The different

sounds of the scale are ;indicated by numerals, which

represent both the pitch and order of the sounds."6 Day

urges students to use the musical syllables that represent

their respective numerals.

Sing DO (1) with the mouth elongated perpendicularly.

Sing RE (2) with the mouth a little opened.

Sing MI (3) with the mouth the same as for RE (2) but

with the sides of the tongue pressed against the roof

of the mouth, leaving a small aperture for the sound to

escape.
Sing FA (4) with the mouth elongated horizontally, as

though about to laugh.

Sing SO (5) with the mouth as singing DO (1).

Sing LA (6) with the mouth about the same as for FA

(4). 7

Sing SI (7) like MI (3).

Day then succinctly explains the steps and half steps 
of the

major scale.

Major and Minor scales are the topic of Chapter 
Three.

5. Ibid., 3. 6. Ibid. 7. Ibid.
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Day uses the abbreviations Ma.S. to denote major seconds and

Mi.S. to denote minor seconds. Chapter Four covers bars,

measures, common and compound time, which are identical to

those in traditional notation. The use of the dash is

explained.

The SHORT DASH - indicates that the numeral or sound

after which it is placed, is to be prolonged to twice

its usual length. the MEDIUM DASH -- indicates that the

sound after which is is placed should be prolonged to

three times its usual length. the LONG DASH --- 8

prolongs the sound indefinitely, to make out the time.

The subject of beating time is mentioned.

The movement of the hand should be immediate from one

point to the other, where it should rest for the

remaining part of the beat. It should not move in a

slow indolent manner.

Whole notes, as mentioned in the American Journal of Music,

are denoted by a short dash following the numeral 1-2-3- and

half notes are seen alone 1 2 3. Whole and half rests are

notated in the traditional manner.

Chapter Five is long and contains exercises in singing

and beating time in the lower, middle, and upper part of the

scale. The tie and da capo characters are explained and

notated in the orthodox fashion.

8. Ibid., 5. 9. Ibid.
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Chapter Six is concerned with musical elocution.

Pronunciation of particular words such as "amen" and "the"

are examined. More musical characters are explained in

Chapter Seven. The fermata is used in a traditional

fashion. The repeat sign, however, is denoted but means

the same as . Chapter Eight contains exercises with

words for the first time appearing below the staff. In

Chapter Nine, Day explains the extended scale:

On a single line, which is called a Staff, three
successive scales are represented. One scale, i.e. all
the sounds of another scale are written on the line, and
all the sounds of another scale are written above the
line. (Example 25).

Example 25. Day's Extended Scale.

Three ceaies on one Stan. Z.;.j. r 7 r Lnr.

p 

I2T 6 ~ J. An~r. it Lvn.

2 .i 4

It will of course be understood, that the 8 of one scale
is really the same sound as the 1 of the scale above.
The 8 below the staff is the same as the 1 on the staff;
the 8 on the line is the same sound as 1 above the line.
The one or the other is us 8 in writing music, to
accommodate circumstances.

Chapter Ten presents both the treble and bass clefs. The

treble clef is orthodox but the bass clef is slightly

10. Ibid., 15.
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different: . Chapter Eleven covers lengths of notes

and rests. A short review is given of whole and half notes

and then notes of shorter value (quarter, eighth, sixteenth,

thirty-second, and sixty-fourth notes) are explained.

Day then displays the notation of quarter, eighth,

sixteenth, thirty-second, and sixty-fourth notes. Notation

for the corresponding rests follows (Example 26).

Example 26. Day's Length of Notes and Rests.

Notes Rests

112 43 Quarter

1 2 3 Eighth'I

12 3 Sixteenth I
.1 2 3 Thirty-second

1 2 3 Sixty-fourth

In Chapter Twelve, common and compound time are

discussed. The dotted half note and dotted quarter note are

also notated, as discussed earlier, in a traditional manner.

Chapter Thirteen contains more challenging exercises,

rounds, and short songs. Triplets and accents are explained
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in Chapter Fourteen and are also notated as in traditional

music. The staccato marks are denoted either by dots above

the notes or by "commas" above the notes.

Chapter Fifteen presents the chromatic scale. Sharps,

flats and naturals are all notated in the traditional

fashion. Minor scales and several exercises are the order

for Chapter Sixteen. In Chapter Seventeen, vocal music

parts, the compasses of different voices, instrument

adaptation, and school seating are discussed (Example 27).

Example 27. Day's School Seating.

First Treble Second Treble

*" *f 0.E,.9 . * * 
. " .* ** *a

Tenor Bass
... * , . -"" " - . *.

All on a certain part should sit together. Let each
one esteem others better than themselves. The.best
singers are usually willing to sit anywhere. Thg 1 more
persons know, the less they think of themselves.

Chapter Eighteen contains information on transpo-

sitions of the scale and a handy table of transpositions

is provided. The chromatic scale using letter names is

discussed in Chapter Nineteen as well as a table

illustrating the relative pitch of all the different tonics.

Chapter Twenty explains dynamics; the concepts and

11. Ibid., 25.
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abbreviations. They are again notated in the traditional

manner.

Day's numeral notation used in liturgical chanting is

covered in Chapter Twenty-one.

Chapter Twenty-two is devoted to articulation.

Good articulation is a great beauty in singing. Bad

articulation results from bad teaching, or a careless

enunciation--drawling words together--mumblin92 over

syllables, and leaving many words unfinished.

Day provides some humorous examples of good and bad

enunciation (Example 28).

Example 28. Day's Enunciation.

Fix tin anne ternal state
Fix'd in an eternal state (correct)
Will I for hell prepair3
Will I for help repair (correct)1 3

Chapter Twenty-three presents the arrangement of parts on

the staff. In Chapter Twenty-four, Day explains reading

music from five lines, otherwise known as traditional

notation. As this is the final chapter in the rudiment

section, Day relates the difficulty of learning to read

regular notation and concludes the chapter with a rousing

13. Ibid., 29.12 . Ibid.
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sales pitch for his own numeral notation system. Appendix G

contains this speech in full.

Hartley Day published five more tune-books using his

numeral notation system: The Sight Singing Glee Book

(Boston: Day, 1846), The Little Sight Singer (Boston: Day,

1847), The One-Line Psalmist (Boston: Day, 1849), The Sight

Singing Manual (Cincinnatti: R.F. Beal, 1849), and

The Organ (Boston: Day, 1854).

The sight singing manuals were designed for grammar

schools, academies, and Sunday schools. Since the

rudimentary section of the One-Line Psalmist is identical to

the one in the Boston Numeral Harmony, in all likelihood the

same plates were used.

The Organ was a keyboard manual for church using Day's

numeral system. In the introduction Day states:

This section is designed to meet the wants of such

as have a melodeon, seraphine, reed organ, piano or

church organ at command. . .The order and arrangement

being entirely original. I have brought into the plan

such contributions from other aut ?rs as seemed adapted,

without giving particular credit.

The numeral notation and musical symbols used appear exactly

as they do in Day's vocal tune-books. The left and right

hand are each on a horizontal line and chords in either hand

are notated vertically (Example 29).

14. H.W. Day, The Organ (Boston: Day, 1854), 33.
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Example 29. H.W. Day, The Organ (Boston: Day, 1854),

p. 33.

a) Facsimile

F, 0, ARb MLaoR,.. 4INTERLUDE. NO. 5. xo. "9

'1 1 76 1t ? 71 '5 6, 1,A,0B MA 1

Clear and distinctly.-RTAn .

S- --- 4 .

:....3.. a a ....L.

b) Trascription

INTERLUDE NO. 5

Clear and Distinctly Ritar
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Day's numeral notation system may not have turned out

to be the seventh wonder of the music world, as he had

hoped, but one of several notational systems that appeared

briefly in the early and mid nineteenth century American

musical scene. Many of the claims Day made about his system

are simply not true. For example, He said that his

theoretical introductions to the Boston Numeral Harmony and

the One-Line Psalmist are much more comprehensive than

previous tune-books. If one looks at other tune-books of

the period, Day's introduction at most, is comparable to

contemporary introductions and, in fact, is nothing more

than a refashioning of others' theoretical introductions.

Another claim made by Day was that his notation was

fifty percent more legible and read at twice the distance

from the eye. While the numeral notation is presented in a

clean format, the lyrics are printed quite.small; forcing

the singer to hold his tune-book close to his face. Day's

biggest selling point of his notation was the ease of

learning it. He maintained that an unskilled musician could

learn to read his notation in fifteen minutes. This is

doubtful because his notation was basically an equal

substitution for conventional notation.

The only real difference between Day's notation and

conventional notation was that Day used numbers in place of

noteheads, and a three-line rather than a five-line staff.
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Most of the musical symbols he used, in particular his

rhythmic symbols, are traditional. If an individual had a

difficult time learning conventional notation, as Day had

observed, it would be as equally time consuming to learn his

notational system. This observation applies to Day's vocal

music notation as well as his novel keyboard notation.

Day did make two claims that turned out to be true.

First, he said his notation took up less space on a page

than conventional notation. The One-Line Psalmist contains

179 pages of hymns but is slim and easy to hold. Secondly,

and most importantly, Day stated that the public would

ultimately decide if his system was the best way to notate

music. One individual, named D. Dutton, did use Day's

numeral notation system in his compilation The Sacred

Psalmist (E. Morgan Co., 1850). Beyond this single

compilation, no other tune-books used Day's system and so

the public did decide and the verdict is clear: Day's

numeral notation system did not replace conventional

notation but it does belong in American music history as an

attempt to improve the way in which music was taught to lay

people.



CHAPTER IV

THE BOSTON NUMERAL HARMONYAND

THE ONE-LINE PSALMIST

Hartley W. Day published six tune-books which employed

his numeral notation system. His first tune-book, published

in 1845, was the Boston Numeral Harmony. Day's One-Line

Psalmist (1849), following soon after, contained the

identical rudimentary preface as the Boston Numeral Harmony:

in all likelihood the same printing plates were used. 
Both

the tune-books contain hymns, anthems, and service music

designed for church and devotional worship. 
Many tune-books

of the day included glee club and other secular songs in

addition to the hymns.

Contributors to each tune-book were given a comp-

limentary copy if their selection was included.

Gentlemen whose names stand over some of the tunes

will see that we have exercised our prerogative of

making such alterations or corrections as seemed

desirable for the present work. We are sorry if we have

rendered their compositions less meritorious. . .Persons

having tunes in this book will be entitled to a copy

gratis; and those who may furnish one or more good tunes

hereafter, shall bg entitled to a copy of the book in

which they appear.

1. H.W. Day, Boston Numeral Harmony (Boston: H.W. Day,

1845), 2.

60
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A variety of contributor's names appear over the hymns in

each tune-book. Day, in his attempt to have it appear as

though more composers contributed, used his own name, and

variations thereof: Hartley, Hart, Day, Wood, H.W., H.D.,

and H.W. Day.

The titles of the hymns in both tune-books are brief,

usually one word. Some are religious in nature:

"Crucifixion," "Hebron," "Bethlehem," and "Zion." Many of

the titles are geographical names: "Duke-Street,"

"Savannah," "Boston," and "Northfield." Names of individuals

comprise the rest of the hymn titles: "St. Thomas,"

"Jennings," "Bradford," "Wentworth," and "Melville" (see

Appendices H and I for a complete listing of the tunes in

both tune-books. This is the first time H.W. Day's hymn

titles have been compiled in such a complete manner).

One of the most interesting features of Day's tune-books

is the variety of poetic meters he utilized. Forty-four

meters are found in these two tune-books. The most common

meters are explained below and Tables I and II illustrate

the meter distribution. Long Meter (L.M.), which has a

four-line stanza with eight syllables per line, is the most

frequently used meter (Example 30).
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Example 30. Day, Boston Numeral Harmony (Boston: Day,
1845), "Ripley," p. 34.

Now to the Lord a noble song
Awake my soul, awake my tongue;

Hosanna to th'eternal name;
And all his boundless love proclaim.

After Long Meter, the next most frequently used meter is

Common Meter (C.M.), which has a four-line stanza, with the

syllable scheme 8.6.8.6. (Example 31).

Example 31. Day, One-Line Psalmist (Boston: Day, 1849),
"Gifford," p. 59.

My God, my everlasting hope,
I live upon thy truth;

Thy hands have held my childhood up,
And strengthened all my youth.

Short Meter (S.M.), has a four-line stanza with the syllable

scheme 6.6.8.6. (Example 32).

Example 32. Day, One-Line Psalmist (Boston: Day, 1849),
"Calais," p. 35.

Behold the Prince of Peace,
The chosen of the Lord,

God's well beloved Son, fulfills,
The sure prophetic word.

Long Meter 6 (L.M.6), has the same syllable scheme of eight

per line, but the stanza is extended to six lines, the last

two rhyming as a couplet (Example 33).
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Example 33. Day, One-Line Psalmist (Boston: Day, 1849),
"Quiney," p. 120.

Sweet is the thought, the promise sweet,
That friends, long severed friends, shall meet,

That kindred souls on earth disjoined,
Shall meet from earthly dross refined.

Their earthly cares and sorrows o'er,
And mingle hearts, to part no more.

Long Particular Meter (L.P.M.), has a six-line stanza with

eight syllables per line. It differs from L.M.6 in its

rhyme scheme; whereas L.M.6 has the scheme ababcc, Long

Particular Meter has the scheme aabccb (Example 34).

Example 34. Day, One-Line Psalmist (Boston: Day, 1849),

"Village," p. 38.
Let all the earth their voices raise,

to sing the cosiest psalm of praise,
To sing and bless Jehovah's name;

His glory let the heathen know.
His wonder to the nations show,

And all his saving works proclaim.

Common Particular Meter has a six-line stanza with the

syllable scheme 8.8.6.8.8.6. (Example 35).

Example 35. Day, Boston Numeral Harmony (Boston: Day,
1845), "Italia," p. 61.

Begin my soul, th'exalted by;
Let each enraptured thought obey.

And praise th'almighty name;
Lo! heaven and earth and seas and skies,

In one melodious concert rise,
To swell th' inspiring theme.
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Short Particular Meter has a six line stanza with the

syllable scheme 6.6.8.6.6.8. (Example 36).

Example 36. Day, Boston Numeral Harmony (Boston: Day,
1845), "Dalston," p. 57.

The Lord Jehovah reigns,
And royal state maintains,

His head with awful glories crowned;
Arrayed in robes of light,

Begirt with sov'reign might,
And rays of majesty around.

Hallelujah Meter has an eight line stanza with the syllable

scheme 6.6.6.6.4.4.4.4. (Example 37).

Example 37. Day, Boston Numeral Harmony (Boston: Day,
1845) , "Bologna," p. 70.

Ye tribes of Adam join,
With heaven, and earth and seas,

And offer notes divine,
To your Creator's praise;

Ye holy throng
of angels bright.

In worlds of light
Begin the song.

Short Half Meter has a six-line stanza with the syllable

scheme 6.6.8.6.6.8. (Example 38).

Example 38. Day, Boston Numeral Harmony (Boston: Day,

1845), "Spaulding," p. 77.

Faith is the Christian's prop,
Whereon his sorrows lean;
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It is the substance of his hope,

His proof of things unseen;
It is the author of his soul,

When tempests rage and billows roll.

These regular meters are supplemented by some irregular

meters such as 8's, 3's, & 6's, or 6's, 8's & 4's (see

Tables I & II).

The Boston Numeral Harmony contains one hundred

sixteen hymns and the One-Line Psalmist is comprised of two

hundred forty seven new hymns. Day managed this feat by

liberally borrowing from other composers.

For example, the lyrics to Day's hymn "Newton" are

actually Robert Grant's lyrics "0 Worship the King." Day

simply renamed the hymn and set it to his own musical

arrangement. No credit is given to Robert Grant for the

lyrics. Tables III and IV list a number of hymn lyrics that

Day "borrowed" for his Boston Numeral Harmony and One-Line

Psalmist. A few acknowledge the author, many have no

acknowledgement, and some are boldy attributed to Day

himself.

Day's hymn "Harlan", from the Boston Numeral Harmony,

utilizes the lyrics "Rock of Ages", originally penned by

Augustus Montogue Toplady in 1776. Example 39 displays

Thomas Hasting's 1830 version of "Rock of Ages" and H.W.

Day's "Harlan." Day's arrangement is in a choral style, as

opposed to the familiar lilting Hasting's melody.
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TABLE I

BOSTON NUMERAL HARMONY

SYLLABLE SCHEME

Lines per Syllable # of
Stanza Meter Scheme Hymns

4 L.M. 8.8.8.8. 32
4 C.M. 8.6.8.6. 22
4 S.M. 6.6.8.6. 20
4 7.7.7.7. 11
4 11.11.11.11. 4
6 C.P.M. 8.8.6.,8.8.6. 3
6 S.P.M. 6.6.8.,6.6.8. 3
6 7.6.7.,7.7-.6. 3
4 8.7.8.7. 3
6 L.P.M. 8.8.8.,8.8.8. 2
8 H.M. 6.6.6.6.,4.4.4.4. 2
6 L.M.6 8.8.8.8.,8.8. 1
6 S.H.M. 6.6.8.,6.8.8. 1
4 6.6.6.6. 1
6 8.8.4.,8.8.4. 1
4 8.8.8.6. 1
7 8.7.8.7.,4.7.7. 1
6 6.6.6.6.,7.7. 1
4 10.10.10.10. 1
4 11.11.11.10. 1
4 10.10.10.11. 1
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TABLE II

ONE-LINE PSALMIST

SYLLABLE SCHEME

Lines per Syllable # of

Stanza Meter Scheme Hymns

4 C.M. 8.6.8.6. 58

4 L.M. 8.8.8.8. 48

4 S.M. 6.6.8.6. 25

4 7.7.7.7. 15

4 8.7.8.7. 13

8 H.M. 6.6.6.6.,4.4.4.4. 9

4 12.9.12.9. 9
7 8.7.8.7.,4.7.7. 8

4 11.11.11.11. 7

6 7.6.7.,7.7.6. 7

6 C.P.M. 8.8.6.,8.8.6. 7

7 C.H.M. 8.6.8.6.,8.8.8. 5

7 6.6.4.,6.6.6.4. 4

4 8.8.8.8. 4

6 L.M.6 8.8.8.8.,8.8. 3

6 8.8.4.,8.8.4. 3

8 6.5.6.5.,6.6.6.5. 3

6 S.P.M. 6.6.8.,6.6.8. 2

6 S.H.M. 6.6.8.,6.8.8. 2

4 10.10.10.10. 2

4 10.10.11 .11. 2

6 P.M. 8.8.11.,11.12.11. 2

5 11.11.11.11.6. 2

4 12.11.12.11. 2

4 6.6.6.6. 1

4 8.8.8.6. 1

4 11.11 .11.10. 1

4 5.4.5.4. 1

4 5.5.8.8. 1

4 5.5.8.8. 1
4 6.7.8.7. 1

4 6.6.8.4. 1

7 7.7.7.7.,4.4.7. 1

4 7.7.7.6. 1

8 7.6.7.6.,7.8.7.6. 1
4 8.3.3.6. 1

4 8.6.8.4. 1

6 8.8.8.,8.8.8. 1

6 10.5.11 .,10.5.11. 1

4 10.8.10.8. 1

4 11.8.11.8. 1

4 11.9.11.9. 1
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TABLE III

BOSTON NUMERAL HARMONY

LYRICS

Day'

Hymn Title

Day's Lyric
Credit

Original
Credit

Alas and Did

From Greenland's

Glorious Things

Guide Me 0 Thou

I Would Not Live

Jesus Shall Reign

O Could We Speak

O Worship the King

Rock of Ages

There is a Land

When I Survey

Dundee

Sterozzi

Avon

Vale

Ancona

Tavoy

Belmont

Newton

Harlon

Pearlgate

Maine

H.W. Day

Prideaux

Wood

Wood

H.W. Day

Paine

Wilson

Mason

Haydn

Hughes

Munlenberg

Hatton

Ariel

Haydn

Hastings

Watts

Mason
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TABLE IV

ONE-LINE PSALMIST

LYRICS

Day's

Hymn Title
Day's Lyric

Credit
Original
Credit

All Hail the Power

Blest Be the Tie

Christ the Lord

Come Holy Spirit

I Would Not Live

O For a Thousand

Rejoice the Lord
is King

Softley Now the Light

There is a Land

While Shepherds

Ye Servants of God

Royalty

Reading

Porter

Turner

Lightday

Cavreton

To God the
Praise Belongs

Esper

Jordan

Bethlehem

Leeds

White

W. D.

Maxim

Bartlett

Billings

Partridge

Holden

Nageli

Davidica

Criger

Munlenberg

Blaser

Darwall

Gottschalk

Watts

Handel

Croft
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Example 39. Hasting and Day's version of "Rock of Ages."

a) Hasting's arrangement of "Rock of Ages."

ROCK OF AGES

A

I I i I I ,VFa e . ;v

Rock of

A I

A-ges! cleft for me, Let me hide my-self in

Thee; Let the wa-ter and the blood From Thy wound-ed side which

flowed Be of sin the

Ar
FIT% r
%\Xj K3 1 APP

Aft

Ole.

dou-ble

I I t 1 I

cure, Save from wrath and make me pure.

Al .

% ; 11

4
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b) Transcription

HARLAN

Rock of A-ges! cleft for me, Let me hide my-

Be of sin the dou-ble cure, Save from wrath and

__ )-

self in Thee;

make me pure.

Let the wa-ter and the blood

From thy s ide a hea-ling flood,

D.C.
I
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Example 40 concerns H.W. Day's hymn "Tavoy" from the

Boston Numeral Harmony. The lyrics are Issac Watt's "Jesus

Shall Reign" and again Day gives no acknowledgement to

Watts. Day, as before, uses his own harmonic arrangement

rather than John Hatton's 1793 arrangement.

In addition to the hymn selections in both tune-books,

Day included some service music in liturgical 
chants: "Bow

Down Thine Ear" (Psalm 86), "O Sing Unto the Lord" (Psalm

98: 1-3), Thanksgiving Chant (Psalm 100: 1-5), Judgment

Chant, and two Hymn Chants, one designed for short lines and

the other for long lines. The Hymn Chants were intended to

be used for hymns throughout the year.

Long, Common and Short metre hymns may easily be

Chanted and even hymns in 7's, 8's and 7's and others.

There is scarcely anything more devotional than music of

this kind.

The One-Line Psalmist devotes two pages to a service

of the Protestant Episcopal Church arranged in chants. True

to high-church style the service includes liturgical music

from the Kyrie to the Benediction. All of Day's chants are

in four-part harmony rather than unison. Examples 41 and 42

illustrate the Kyrie and the Sanctus respectively.

2. H.W. Day, Boston Numeral Harmony (Boston: Day, 1845),
79.
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c) Transcription

TAVOy

Je-sus shall reign
L 'I

wher-e'er the
I J

sun Does his suc-ces-sIve

I I I - I I I I A A I
IF L I I Id , F .'; - -- I

irk vv -1 1 1
V - AN

a 441

r r 1 1

I -WJ 4 -OL
ff aj lot

JIG 2 .0

jour-neys run. His king-dom stretch from shore to shore, Till

moon shall wax and

rTrr

wane no more.

P it t; fi i i t

t
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b) Transcription

KYRIE ELEISON

Lord, have mercy upon us, and in-

cline our hearts to keep this law. Lord,

have mercy upon us, and write all

these thy laws in our heads we beseech thee.
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b) Transcription

,~ ii.

Holy, Holy, Lord God of Hosts:

Heav'n and earth are full are full of thy glory,

Glory be to

Athee,

r pi _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _i

0 Lord, Most High.

-nen.

SANCTUS

Ad il I

4

q

thee,
A- 3L

A--
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Because of Day's extensive borrowing from other

composers to fill his tune-books, the subject of copyright

law comes into question. When the United States

Constitution was adopted in 1789 , Congress was vested with

3
the power to protect literary property and inventions.

Before 1789, each state had enacted its own copyright

statutes. Subject matter under protection expanded over the

years, including the 1831 revision protecting musical

compositions. Common law copyright was decided in the 1834

case Wheaton vs. Peters.4

The court held that copyright in the published work

was solely a creature of statute, so that the proprietor

thereof was required to comply with the statute or his

work entered the "public domain" - that is, became

public property, which anyone could freely use, adopt or

exploit in its original or any form.

Copyrights were protected for fourteen years, with a renewal

of an additional fourteen years possible by the composer.

This length of time was incorporated into American copyright

law from the British Statute of Anne. Day's disclaimer in

the prefaces of each tune-book did not effectively allow him

the wholesale use of other's lyrics and melodies.

Gentlemen whose names stand over some of the tunes,

will see that we have exercised our prerogative of
making such alterations or corrections as seemed

desirable for the present work. We are sorry if we have

3. U.S. CONST. art. I, 8, cl. 8.

4. 33 U.S. (8 Pet.) 591 (1834) .
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rendered their compositions less meritorious. Perhaps
we may also revive the use of some of the old tunes 5
which have their excellencies beyond all controversy.

Copyright law was not followed closely during this era

and it is difficult to analyze Day's musical output because

there is a thin line between Day's compositions as

"original" and "arranged." Clearly, he believed that

transcribing music into his own notation was synonymous with

originality. As noted earlier, Day tried to pass himself

off as a composer of several familiar tunes. If anything,

Day compiled tunes that he enjoyed, transferred them into

his own notation, and sold them in his own tune-books.

If the method is questionable, the motive is not. Day

was very aware of society's musical ability and the great

need for music that would foster participation among lay

people. The end result was collections of simple hymn

arrangements that often encouraged the edification of the

Christian life. The tunes were usually restricted to the

span of one octave, and chromaticism was used sparingly, and

sample keys were used to aid an amateur accompanist. During

the peak of tune-book popularity (1845-1885), Day's tune-

books competed with many others to capture the still-present

market of the average citizen's desire to read and perform

music. While none of the non-conventional notations was

successful at replacing conventional notation, they are an

interesting part of American music history.

5. H.W. Day, One-Line Psalmist (Boston: Day, 1849), 2.



CHAPTER V

DAY AND MASON

Lowell Mason was a skilled leader whose charisma and

drive helped him achieve eminent status in nineteenth-

century Boston, but he was also authoritative and

domineering and often used his influence to crush those who

opposed him. When in 1833, the Boston Academy of Music was

formed, Mason was hired first as a professor and by 1838

became the superintendent of the Boston public schools.

Mason's mission at the Academy was to improve church

music and to establish music in the public school

curriculum. Instrumental and vocal music classes were

offered at the Academy as well as concerts, lectures,

teacher training programs, and juvenile singing classes.

Mason published several books that sold across the country,

the most important one being his Manual of the Boston

Academy of Music, for Instruction in the Elements of Vocal

Music, on the System of Pestalozzi. It went through eight

1. Lowell Mason, Manual of the Boston Academy of Music, for
Instruction in the Elements of Vocal Music, on the System

of Pestalozzi (Boston: Carter, Hendee & Co., 1834).
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editions, the last appearing in 1861, and was designed

to help teachers and parents use the Pestalozzian system

in their classrooms and homes.

Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1834-1872), was an

educator who worked with poor and underprivileged children,

allowing them to learn through the use of group projects,

singing, and physical exercise. This revolutionary approach

advocated learning note-reading by singing songs, and was

known as the rote-song method.

Another novel aspect of the Pestalozzian
approach was its emphasis on the child. This was
one of the first times in history, if not the first
time, that education focused on the child rather
than on the subject matter.

Hartley Day, not to be outdone, published The Vocal

School (Boston: Otis, Broaders & Co., 1839) which also

espoused the Pestalozzian method and was very similar in

format to Mason's Manual. Day stated that he is indebted to

Mason: "the part devoted to Rhythm is similar to that in

the Boston Academy's Manual of Vocal Music; comprehending

probably quite as much."3

To aid the expansion of public school music education,

Mason offered classes in teaching methods and group sing-

2. Carol Pemberton, Lowell Mason; His Life and Work (Ann
Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1985), 66.

3. H.W. Day, The Vocal School (Boston: Otis, Broaders &
Co., 1839), 5.
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alongs. These classes were enormously popular and expanded

to musical conventions which were widely publicized and well

attended. In 1838, 134 teachers were in attendance and by

1851 the enrollment had reached over 1000. The conventions

generally lasted a week to ten days and the agenda included

lectures, singing exercises, discussions, figured bass

classes, and pedagogical training. Mason's conventions grew

faster than those of his rivals because of his superb

organizational skills and his demand for quality

instruction.4

The participants came to attend either the teacher

institutes, as did H.W. Day, or the choral institutes. Many

disliked Mason's rule of having to attend both activities

and this led to a major division in the convention. In

1838, the eighth convention, the two factions fought openly

and Mason was not successful in smoothing things over; in

fact, one of the most outspoken members was an old friend

and convention member, George Washington Lucas.

At the 1843 convention, Lucas was deeply hurt by not

being elected president of the convention and his wounded

feelings led to the publication of Remarks on the Musical

Conventions in Boston (Northampton: G.W. Lucas, 1844).

4. A summary of conventions conducted by Lowell Mason and

his associates from 1834-1845 is recorded by Robert Johns

in "Origins of the First Music Educators Convention,"
Journal of Research in Music Education 13 (1965),
200-215.
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Lucas and H.W. Day were close friends and spurred each other

on in their attacks of Mason. In the January 9, 1845, issue

of the American Journal of Music, Day reports the following:

A gentleman in a recent communication from 0. states

that a distinguished musical and literary man in his
vicinity, on reading Mr. Lucas' "Remarks" in conversa-
tion expressed himself decidedly against the monopoli-
zing gpirit of Mr. . He is delighted with the new
book.

Beginning with the July 1, 1845, issue of the American

Journal of Music, Day, in an effort to avenge his friend,

printed excerpts of Lucas' Remarks. This book offers

scathing and slanderous accounts of Mason's conduct at the

conventions and Lucas claims that he and others do not

"consider the instructions of the Professors in the Boston

Academy of Music as the ne plus ultra of all musical light

and excellency.'"6

In reference to his failure to be elected president of

the convention, Lucas states:

The design of this intrigue was to frustrate my

election as President of the Convention. I am not aware

that Mr. Mason entertained any unfriendly feelings
toward me personally, but as he has since said to me, I
stood in his way in the Convention.

5. Day, The Musical Visitor (January 9, 1845) IV/1, 34.

6. G.W. Lucas, Remarks on the Musical Conventions in Boston

(Northampton: G.W. Lucas, 1844), 11.

7. Ibid.
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Lucas also spoke sneeringly of the teachers who continued to

attend Mason's conventions and did not consider them to be

of the same caliber musician as he and H.W. Day.

A Teacher's Class - that is, a Class of Teachers,

when not one in fifty of its members possesses a single

qualification, either natural or acquired, for a compe-

tent teacher of church music, as it should be understood

and performed. Yet there are the teachers who now, in

every part of the country, arrogate themselves the

highest qualifications for the great and important work

which they have assumed, upon the ground that they have

passed a few days in Boston and seen ME. Mason mark out

some 10 or 20 lessons on a blackboard!

Despite Lucas' spiteful attacks about his teacher's

conventions, Mason continued to be very successful. H.W.

Day then began a frenzied series of attacks on Mason's

credibility as a teacher. He claimed that Mason had a hard

time filling his classes, spent a great deal of time

deriding his competitors (including Day himself), carrying

peppermints and kissing and hugging the young ladies of his

music classes while wearing a grin from ear to ear.9

In January 1844 Day had, along with four other

teachers, attempted to open his own music school, which

failed miserably. Music Elocution, Theory, Performance and

Journalism were offered as courses, with the opportunity of

room and board at $2.50 per week. It was intended to be a

8. Ibid., 23.

9. Day, The Musical Visitor (January 27, 1845) IV/2, 44.
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three-year course of study, but very few people responded

and Day abandoned the idea. During the next few months,

when he was not busy with his periodical, Day was perfecting

his numeral notation system. On August 28th, he began a

music class designed to train teachers in his numeral

notation method. Day was very eager to be noticed in the

Boston music circle, and by inventing an entirely new

notation system, he attempted to gain more credibility as a

craftsman.

Day was sometimes unable to control his hatred and

jealousy of Mason; one particularly spectacular confronta-

tion at the 1846 convention between Mason and him is

recorded in the American Journal of Music and Musical

Visitor (October 20, 1846). Because it is so dramatically

related, it is quoted at length in Appendix J.

James C. Johnson, who was a witness to this event,

left an undated, handwritten commentary which succinctly

confirms Mason and Day's confrontation. The document is

housed in the Medfield, Massachusetts Historical Society

Collection.10

A possible result of Day's unending quest to ridicule

and defame Lowell Mason, both publicly and through his

Journal, was the dismissal of Mason from the Boston Public

School System. Day's defamatory journalism may have led the

10. As stated in Pemberton, Lowell Mason: His Life and Work
(UMI Research Press, 1985), 234.
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Boston School Music Committee (comprised of Dr. Dale,

Reverend John T. Sargent and Charles Gordon) to reexamine

the entire music program.

Another interesting angle upon which one might

speculate is the fact that in 1845 Horace Mann was

instrumental in an indirect way, for securing the first

"school survey" of which there is any record. Instead

of the periodic oral examination by members of the

School Committee, written tests were submitted to and

taken by the pupils of the grammar schools, and the

results carefully tabulated. The summary figures were a

rude shock to the Bostonians and their conservative
grammar school masters, for it was found that the
average per cent1?f correct answers in all subjects
was only thirty.

The Boston School Music Committee sent Lowell Mason

the following letter on September 11, 1845.

Boston, Sept. 11th, 1845

Lowell Mason, Esq.

Dear Sir:

At a meeting of the Committee on Music, held this day,

a majority of the committee voted to employ Mr. Baker

for the ensuing year, to superintend the teaching of

singing in the several grammar and writing schools.

It is my fault that the meeting of the committee was

not called in August. So much school business has

occupied my time for a month past that I neglected

to do so, but I presume that Mr. Mason will not be

disposed to take advantage of my carelessness. I am

sorry that the committee voted to make any change,

11. Samuel L. Flueckiger, "Why Lowell Mason Left the Boston

Schools," Music Educators Journal XXII/4 (February
1936), 23.
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and I did not suppose that it would do so. As they
have done so, it is my duty to report to you this fact.

I wish to say that if Mr. Mason prefers, the Committee
will give him three months from the 1st of September
to resign the trust to the new superintendent.

Yours respectully,
Chas. Cordon

In the November 30, 1845, issue of the Musical Visitor,

Hartley Day provides an expansive and excruciatingly

detailed account of Mason's dismissal from the Boston

Academy, including direct quotes from journals such as the

Boston Daily Atlas, the Boston Journal, the Mercantile

Journal, and the Boston Daily Bee.

Day begins his triumphant report with a simple letter

to the editor from a certain Samuel G. Bunker.

There is an article in the newspapers in this
country, that Mr. Lowell Mason, professor, and for a
long time master of music in the Boston Academy, has
been removed, and Mr. Baker appointed in his stead. If
that be a fact, for what reasons under what conditions?
If I may be allowed to inquire.

Day then gleefully comments that all the local newspapers

and journals were just now reporting what he had claimed all

along; that Lowell Mason was not fit to be superintendent of

the Boston Public school music program. He analyzes Mason's

dismissal to a tiresome degree, and repeats his pet peeves

12. Day, The Musical Visitor IV/16 (November 30, 1845), 123.

13. Ibid., 122.
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about Mason, such as hiring staff on a sectarian basis,

hiring young assistants when older, more experienced

teachers were being turned down, exclusive use of his own

textbook (The Boston School Song Book), in order to reap the

financial benefits, and his high salary from the Academy.

In looking at Day's objections, one can presume that

he had most likely applied to teach at the Boston Academy,

but was turned down. He may have also been unsuccessful

at getting his text, The Vocal School, used in the public

school system. It is probable that Day fancied himself

taking Mason's position as superintendent of schools, but

Benjamin Baker, a former pupil of Mason, was chosen.

The grounds for Mason's dismissal were flimsy. The

music committee decided that Mason had held the

superintendent position for several years and it was time

for a change. An especially valuable section of Day's

article contains the correspondence between Lowell Mason and

the music committee concerning his dismissal. Here follows

Mason's inquiry to the committee and the committee's feeble

response.

Boston, Sept. 13th, 1845

Dr. Chas. Gordon:

I was not a little surprised at the receipt of your note
informing me that the Committee had voted to employ
another person to superintend the teaching of music in
the Grammar Schools.
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May I be permitted to ask the reason why I am not con-
tinued in the office? In particular, has there been any
want of ability, faithfulness, fidelity, gentlemanly
conduct towards the pupils? Or have I in any instance
failed to give satisfaction? Or is there any charge
against me affecting my professional or moral character?

Respectfgly yours,
L. Mason

Boston, Sept. 13th, 1845

Lowell Mason, Esq.,

Dear Sir:

In answer to your inquiry why you were not continued in
the office of Superintendent of Music in the Grammar
Schools of Boston, I have to say, that the only reason
given at the meeting of the Committee was, that as you
had held the office for several years, and had enjoyed
its benefits so long, it was proper to give Mr. Baker,
who was represented to be a distinguished and successful
teacher of music, the encouragement of the office. The
Committee do not charge you with want of ability or
fidelity, or with ungentlemanly conduct toward the
Committee or the teachers, or with any unkindness
towards the pupils. The Committee are fully satisfied
with the manner in which you have always discharged your

duties. There was no charge made against you, affecting
your professional or moral character.

Respectfully yours,
Chas. Gordon, 15
Chairman of Comm. on Music

James C. Johnson, one of Mason's former assistants,

also spoke of his dismissal and accuses two young outsiders

for ousting Mason: the two outsiders Johnson speaks of were

undoubtedly H.W. Day and G.W. Lucas.

14. Ibid., 123.

15. Ibid.
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It reads singularly now (1895) but it really happened
that, after some years of tranquil and successful music
teaching in the schools, it occurred to two young
teachers, outsiders, that it was a great outrage that
the important "offices" of school music teachers should
be filled by others and not by themselves; and, strange
as it may appear, they actually succeeded, by shrewd

political management, in ousting Lowell Mason and his

helpers, and introducing themselves in their places.
The writer asked one of them if successful and faithful
teaching would not count for something, in the way of

keeping one's school. But he was told, in substance,
that "To the victors belong the spoils."

This matter, after some years, was partially
remedied. Lowell Mason, however, had become disgusted
and had entered a new line of work - the holding of
grand and useful musical conventions in various parts
of the country. He also was adopted into the family1gf

great educators, of whom Horace Mann was the leader.

Regardless of the pettiness and manipulation on the part of

Mason's rivals and the spineless response of his superiors;

Mason has been vindicated by time and is remembered as the

father of American music education while history has all but

forgotten George Washington Lucas and Hartley Wood Day.

16. "The Introduction of the Study of Music into the Public
Schools of Boston and of America," The Bostonian I
(March, 1895), 630-631.
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NUMERAL NOTATION SONGBOOKS

1839

Compiler

Harrison

Harrison

Harrison

Publisher

Harrison

Republic

1845

J.A. & U.P.
Griswold

Day Day

1846

Day Day

Title

Juvenile Numeral

Singer

Music Simplified

Sacred Harmonicom

Boston Numeral
Harmony

Sight Singing
Glee Book

1847

Day Day

A.D. Fillmore
S.W. Leonard

Pitts & Hull

Morton & Griswold

F.E. Pitts

1849

Day

Day

Day

R.F. Beal

Little Sight
Singer

Christian Psalmist

Zion's Harp

One-Line Psalmist

Sight Singing
Manual
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1850

Dutton

Fitz & Greene

Harrison

Miller &
Burlock

Anderson

S.W. Leonard

E. Morgan

Fitz, Hobbs & Co.

Morton & Griswold

J.H.Biddle

A.D. Fillmore

Morton & Griswold

1852

Sacred Psalmist

School Songs
for the Million

Christian Melodist

Harp of the Valley

Universal Musician

Numeral Singer

B.F. Hall Christian Songs

1853

A.D. Fillmore Applegate Temperance
Musician

1854

Day

S.W. Leonard

S.W. Leonard

S.W. Leonard

E. Pease

Day

Morton & Griswold

Morton & Griswold

Morton & Griswold

The Organ

Christian Vocalist

National
Temperance
Songster

Select Melodies

Youth's Music
Lamp

1857

A.D. Fillmore

A.D. Fillmore

Applegate

1863

Challen & Son

New Nightengale

Christian
Choralist



1865

Carroll & Co.

1866

Carroll & Co.

1867

A.D. Fillmore

1870

A.D. Fillmore

Morton & GriswoldLeonard

J.H. Fillmore

J.H. Fillmore

Shelton &
Rosecrans

J.H. Fillmore

J.H. Fillmore

Fillmore

Fillmore

1874

Bros.

1875

Bros.

1876

Fillmore Bros.

1 877

Fillmore Bros.

1 881

Harp of Zion

New Harp of Zion

Little Minstrel

New Christian
Choralist

New Christian
Psalmist

Songs of Glory

Joyful Notes

Polished Pearls

Songs for the
Wee Ones

Songs of Gratitude

J.H. Fillmore Fillmore Bros. Songs of Glory
No. Two

1884

J.H. Fillmore

J.H. Fillmore

J.H. Fillmore

Fillmore Bros.

Fillmore Bros.

Fillmore Bros.

Congregation

Praise & Rejoicing

Grateful Praise

A.D. Fillmore

A.D. Fillmore
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1885

J.L. Gruber Schulharfe

1886

J.L. Gruber Cantigues
Spirituals

1887

J.H. Fillmore Fillmore Bros. Glory and Praise
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TUNE-BOOKS PUBLISHED BY THOMAS HARRISON

Publisher

Harrison

Republic

J.A. & U.P.

James

Morton &
Griswold

Title

juvenile Numeral Singer

Music Simplified

Sacred Harmonicon

Christian Melodist

COMPILERS USING HARRISON'SSYSTEM

Compiler Publisher Title

A.D. Fillmore Morton & Christian Psalmist

S.W. Leonard Griswold

Date

1 839

1839

1843

1850

Date

1847

1847

1850

1850

1850

1852

1853

1854

1854

1854

1854

F.E. Pitts

J.H. Biddle

A.D. Fillmore

Morton &
Griswold

B.F. Hall

Applegate

S.W. Leonard

S.W. Leonard

S.W. Leonard

A.D. Fillmore

Morton &
Griswold

Morton &
Griswold

Morton &
Griswold

E. Pease
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Zion's Harp

Harp of the Valley

Universal Musician

Numeral Singer

Christian Songs

Temperance Musician

Christian Vocalist

National Temperance
Songster

Select Melodies

Youth's Music Lamp

Pitts & Hull

Miller &
Burlock

Anderson

S.W. Leonard
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TUNE-BOOKS PUBLISHED BY DAY

Publisher

Day

Day

Day

Day

Day

Day

Day

Day & Beal

R.F. Beal

Day

Title

David's Harp

Temple Chants

Vocal School

Revival Hymns

Boston Numeral
Harmony

Sight Singing
Glee Book

Little Sight Singer

One-Line Psalmist

Sight Singing
Manual

The Organ

COMPILERS USING DAY'S SYSTEM

Publisher

E. Morgan Co.

Compiler

D. Dutton

Title

The Sacred Psalmist
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Date

1 837

1839

1839

1842

1845

1846

1847

1849

1849

1854

Date

1850
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TUNE-BOOKS PUBLISHED BY A.D. FILLMORE

Publisher

Applegate

Challen & Son

Carroll & Co.

Carroll & Co.

Title

New Nightingale

Christian Choralist

Harp of Zion

New Harp of Zion

New Christian
Choralist

TUNE-BOOKS PUBLISHED BY J.H. FILLMORE

Publisher Title

Fillmore Bros. Songs of Glory

Fillmore Bros. Joyful Notes

Fillmore Bros. Songs for the
Wee Ones

Fillmore Bros. Songs of Gratitude

Fillmore Bros. Songs of Glory #2

Fillmore Bros. The Congregation

Fillmore Bros. Praise and Rejoicing

Fillmore Bros. Grateful Praise

Fillmore Bros. Glory and Praise

COMPILERS USING J.H. FILLMORE'S SYSTEM

Compiler Publisher Title

S.W. Leonard Morton & New Christian Psalmist
Griswold
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Date

1857

1863

1865

1866

1870

Date

1874

1875

1876

1877

1881

1884

1884

1884

1887

Date

1870
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COMPILERS USING J.J. HOOD'S SYSTEM

Date Compiler Title

1880 Sweney & The Quiver of Sacred

Kirkpatrick Song

1881 John J. Hood Songs of Cheer for
Christmas

1881 Sweney & The Wells of Salvation
Kirkpatrick

1882 J.H. Kurzenknabe Peerless Praise

1882 C.C. McCabe 52 Hymns of the Heart

1882 Sweney & The Ark of Praise
Kirkpatrick

1882 Sweney & The Royal Fountain
Kirkpatrick

1882 Sweney & The Trio

Kirkpatrick

1882 Sweney, McCabe, The Quartet
O'Kane, & Kirkpatrick

1883 R.A. Glenn The Pleasant Hour

1883 W.W. Bentley Songs of the New
Life

1884 Sweney & Our Sabbath Home
Kirkpatrick

1886 Sweney & Hood's Carols
Kirkpatrick

1 06
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The Boston Numeral Harmony, before this goes to
press, will be done. It is pronounced by good judges
as the seventh wonder of the musical world! The great
simplicity of this newly invented musical Notation
is such, that a person with a tolerable ear and voice
can learn to read any and all kinds of vocal music
IN THREE HOURS TIME. It will be introduced into many

schools and choirs in New England immediately and the
truth of the above statement will be fully proved.
One teacher who has become acquainted with the system
has ordered 400 copies for his schools - others are
waiting to the amount of over 700 copies.

This first work in the new type contains 80 pages,
on thick paper, common singing book form. A complete,
thorough, practical and pleasing series of "Rules and
exercises for sight singing," in which more of the
science of music is taught than in any other singing
book with which we are acquainted, are embraced in
the first part of the book with valuable instructions
and exercises in musical elocution, designed to train
and cultivate the ear and voice, and to teach how to
pronounce correctly and tastefully the English lan-
guage. It contains about 129 tunes and a number of
chants in all the common keys, in 21 different metres,
which are most in use. The music is, with the exception
of some half dozen old tunes all new and by American
writers with a few exceptions, particularly designed
(as the title says) for schools and choirs. This sys-
tem will reduce the intellectual part of music to almost
nothing. Three hours instruction will enable a person
to read at sight music in all keys.

Teachers who use this work, can teach their schools
so as to read all the music in a few evenings and more
than a hundred tunes in a quarter. Old singers can
learn it in an hour. It is fifty per cent more legible
than the present mode and can be read at twice the
distance from the eye, making it superior for evening
practices. Every part has a staff and yet it takes
up less room by one third than round notes. Fifteen
minutes are sufficient to teach a person the name of
every note in a thousand tunes of every kind.

These statements will appear to some more like
consumate humbugery than anything else; they are
nevertheless, positively, practically and theoret-
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ically TRUE, resting as they do on the truly aston-
ishing and remarkable simplicity of the notation which
develops to the comprehension of a child in a few
hours what is involved in mystery in the round note
system, except to those who have devoted more hard
study to enable themselves to read music in different
keys, than common scholars have spent in acquiring
any language of which they are masters. THIS IS ALL
TRUE.

Strange indeed - absurd - to suppose, that every
other science should be susceptible of great changes
and improvements and that musical notation should
bear the impress of ten centuries! Why has there been
so little improvement? Because - learned musical men
have been and are now, like wandering stars, few and
far between. And those who have been able to lay claim
to a knowledge of the sciences, have turned their atten-
tion, rather, to composition and science properly con-
sidered then to improve the medium of communicating
musical ideas. Generally they have been below par
in every branch of education, and are at the present
day a humbling fact. But the scale is changing. Not
a few musical writers could not - to save their lives,
tell the different parts of speech. Some whose names
appear in bold relief on title pages of singing books;
cannot now tell a noun from a verb! And yet none so
wise as they!!

We have stated some of the pretensions of the work.
The public must decide whether they are true by actual
experiment. If they are - OPPOSITION MUST FALL. Most
certainly will every man be on his guard to trust alone
to his own common sense - when he reflects, that the
greatest humbugery has for a time been believed, and
the most important and fundamental truths of various
sciences have been for a time strenuously opposed:
the greatest scoundrels have been for a time caressed
and the wisest and best of men have been pronounced
heretics and enthusiasts! Enemies from spite and
revenge, publishers of other music from selfishness,
and dupes of monopoly will oppose this system., BUT,
as before stated, if the extravagent claims of this
notation can be established - opposition MUST FALL.
Improvement is onward and partly demagogues and
monopolizers cannot stop it. It is getting a little
too late in the day now for one man to claim all right
to the musical field. We caution the public against
inquiring "whether the scribes and pharisees have
believed" in the system. No - not they, we will
answer. Great truths are fundamental and fundamental
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improvements are almighty - so far as this world is

concerned. The particulars of the system will be

fully explained in the Journal in due season.

The Boston Numeral Harmony sells at $6 per dozen,

at the various music stores in the city. Any person

can have a single copy for examination at the dozen

price, address H.W. Day post paid. They will go by
mail to all parts of the country. All orders will be
promptly answered! The work can be introduced into

schools and coirs where the present system of round or

old patent notes are used, without the least interference.

The novelty will be great; the usefullness must be determined
by experiment. 1

1. Day, American Journal of Music (November 30, 1845) IV/16,
112.
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Herein consists the difficulty of reading music
the ususal way. To become perfectly familiar with all
the keys, so as to read at sight, is equal in mental
labor to the toil of acquiring a good knowledge of
the Latin language. Hence it is an humbling fact,
that not more than one in fifty of all the common
singers in the United States, who have been to school
a half dozen or more quarters, and have occupied a
seat, it may be, in a choir as many years, can read
at sight the most simple music in all keys! This is
positively true. To any one who may deny it, do no
more than to open a common singing book, and let such
an individual prove the incorrectness of this statement
by reading a dozen (!) tunes, one or more in each key.
Discussion on this point is useless - facts speak
louder. Not to say which is best, but in this respect
the difference between the two systems of notation
is very great.

The new system, by a short direct real road, brings
the learner at once into the heart of the musical field,
where, from a gentle elevation (vocal practice) he
can overlook the surrounding beauties, and satiate
his enraptured imagination at one view.

The common notation jolts the weary traveller
(pupil) over log bridges, up and down hills, by a route
so much like a labyrinth (learning to apply syllables
to notes) that no one (learner) knows whence he came
or whither he is going, except for his guide (singing
master). On his arrival at the musical field he is
placed down in one corner (natural key or one clef).
Having surveyed all this day, walled in by the pecu-
liar application of syllables, affords, he is dependent
on his guide to lead him on another labyrinth route,
and at last arrives at another corner of the field
(key of G). Thus every successive key costs the poor
traveller (pupil) a toilsome journey. Nor is it strange
that he should be at a loss, after consuming much time
and strength, to get a peep into all the keys, to remem-
ber what he saw in the first corner he visited.

This is positively and solemnly a true represen-
tation of the manner in which music has to the present
time been taught and learned. Theory and practice
multiply difficulties.

112
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But in the system here presented, one key being
learned, the whole secret is revealed. To learn music
this way is pleasure, and once learned, how can it
be forgotten? No more could the bystanders forget
how to make an egg stand on one end, after seeing Frank-
lin do it the first time. True, the public must decide
the question, and with them we leave it. 2

2. Day, Boston Numeral Harmony (Boston: Day, 1845), 32.
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Page
73 Abernal
54 Alton
66 Alvin
64 Ancona
46 Antwerp
48 Arlington
72 Avon
57 Aylesbury
51 Baldwin Place
74 Belding
63 Belmont
47 Beverly
41 Blenheim
53 Blossom Street
70 Bologna
78 Bowery
44 Boston Choral
43 Bradford
59 Bucksport
78 Carpenter
52 Chelsea
41 Colony
32 Content
75 Corlew
37 Correy
45 Court Square
47 Cremona
66 Dalston
57 Dalton
45 Danville
39 Dearborn
34 Dolon
35 Duke Street
51 Dundee
76 Eaton
34 Edwards
38 Elam
71 Fleviaria
67 Florence
74 Funeral Hymn
68 Genoa
51 Grant
43 Green Hill
69 Grubb
38 Hale

INDEX OF SONGS IN THE
BOSTON NUMERAL HARMONY

40 Haley
60 Harim
62 Harlon
70 Harmony
64 Hashan
50 Hebron
38 Heman
52 Hill of Zion
37 Holworth
61 Italia
61 Jubal
58 Keeley
36 Knowles
49 Langdon
40 Lowell
42 Luton
59 Maine
67 Malden
76 Maylon
71 Melville
40 Milan
53 Miron
33 Missionary Chant
56 Naples
44 Neal
39 Neriah
75 Newton
53 Norman
63 Obed
46 Old South
46 Park Street
49 Pearlgate
73 Pleyl's Hymn
37 Portland
62 Putnam
60 Quilon
38 Ramah
68 Rehum
34 Ripley
57 Robinson
56 Romberg
54 Salem
77 Savannah
36 Shawmut
72 Shipley
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54
48
49
69
77
55
58
65
50
33
47
55
65
42
73
50
41
48
35
39
74
36
56
44
58

Shirland
Sidney
Siloam

Smyrna
Spaulding
St. Thomas
Stearns
Sterozzi
Stowe

Tavoy
Thames
Tindal
Tower

Twighlight
Vale
Victory
Video
Walsal
Washington
Wentworth
Wilton
Windham
Worsley
Zealand
Zuma
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INDEX OF SONGS IN THE
ONE-LINE PSALMIST

Page
96 Adora
90 Aftton
108 Alanco
54 Albamis
132 Alderbrook
100 Alfred
133 Alstead
51 Alvin
129 Alvona
117 America
122 Amsterdam
144 Appelton
135 Arcadia
143 Asaph
55 Ascension
54 Austin
92 Away
98 Away that Cup
88 Badger
124 Bailey
36 Baldwin
37 Ballston
113 Baxter
57 Beaverstreet
118 Beal
87 Bellville
137 Bennison
134 Bentley
63 Bermondsey
125 Bethany
81 Bethlehem
110 Bethlehemville
123 Billows Roll
86 Boman
85 Boston
93 Bowden
104 Bowers
101 Bowman
70 Boylston Hall
141 Bradley
171 Braintree
138 Brooks
168 Buckfield
35 Calais
71 Calvary
169 Cambridge

50 Canada
152 Cape Town
76 Cavreton
44 Cecil
84 Chadman
142 Chapel
84 Chapin
35 Charlestown
54 Christian
127 Christopher
36 Church
115 Church Bell
106 Clarendon
53 Cleavland
106 Clifford
69 Conant
104 Conder
158 Confidence
88 Coronation
42 Crais
114 Crofts
55 Crucifixion
133 Doland
130 Daneville
70 Danton
122 Darwell
139 Davidson
158 Dawn
57 Dehy
83 Dennett
75 Departure
130 Desire
64 Digby
68 Dismission
65 Dorchester
38 Dowe
98 Dund
40 Elbona
162 Esper
73 Farnesworth
107 Fisher
48 Fountain
36 Frail
142 Franconia
42 Frankville
64 Friday

52 Fuller
42 Galen
59 Gifford
142 Greenville
154 Grove
35 Harlem
139 Harmony
74 Haskell
146 Hatch
77 Hawley
74 Haydn
95 Heavenly Hills
52 Heber
105 Helmsley
84 Heming
135 Heshbon
128 Hiding Place
150 Highland
60 Hillsburgh
119 Hilton
69 Holmes
107 Hope
96 Hunton
59 Hyde
118 Italian Hymn
164 Jay
82 Jennings
41 Jerusalem
164 Joram
146 Jordan
159 Jubilee
49 July
141 Karea
168 Keydron
34 Keyton
143 Kilmannock
87 Kingsley
161 Kingston
83 Knight
53 Leeds
93 Leenel
149 Lenox
159 Leominster
75 Light Day
149 Lisbon
76 Lithgow
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85 Little
86 Lovell
74 Lowell
92 Lowmain
134 Lucerne
94 Lyons
1 66 Majesty
107 Manto
69 Marshall
143 Mavoy
147 Maxim
106 Merari
168 Monadnock
59 Monday
166 Montague
42 Monterey
132 Moore
43 Mortality
95 Nevil
179 Newbury
33 New Hundred
157 New Jersal'm
147 New Roxbury
168 Northfield
163 Ocean
33 Old Hundred
64 Old Tune
130 Olivet
66 Ope
147 Organ
80 Orison
83 Paley
73 Palmer
161 Paradise
70 Parent's Grief
150 Paris
113 Parley
34 Patten
127 Pearl-street
103 Peterborough
47 Perter
144 Plant
178 Portland
100 Prayer
52 Protection
105 Providence
120 Quincy
134 Reading
167 Reed
148 Request
159 Rest
137 Riday

125
165
47
90
100
115
1 31
127
120
86
135
124
53
50
150
76
153
82
77
116
145
116
106
140
80
58
34
93
65
89
112
94
72
84
99
129
148
151
119
38
139
133
110
58
103
94
57
71
111
138
128
103

Rockwell
Rooks
Room
Rowley

Royalty
Sabbath Evn'g
Salem
Saxony
Scotland
Sears

Selggur
Seraph
Seymore
Shaw

Shay
Sheldon
Sherburn
Sicily
Slate
Southack

Spring
Star in the E
Star of Life
Star of Bethl'
Stephens
Stillwater
Sunday
Sunlight
Surry
Swanwick
Sweet Spring
Teacher's p'r
The Pastor's
Three Thirty
To God the
Trust
Turner
Vernon
Vesper
Village
Villow
Walpole
Wareham
Warren
Watchman
Watch of
Webster
When I can
When shall
Willard
Willow
Wilmot

45 Winchester
153 Winter
151 Wrentham
67 Zion
152 Zion's Hill

ast

'm
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Mr. Mason gave out on Monday, that he should lecture

on Tuesday between 10 & 11 o'clock A.M., "on the Boston

Academy." It was supposed that he would relieve the

public in relation to the charges which have been made

in various papers, against him and the Academy. Several

of the members of his class accordingly applied to
us to attend the next day, and take off his lecture
in short-hand so that all due justice might be
administered in considering the claims of the Boston
Academy.

Being an old member, we were admitted and took

a seat. We soon caught Mr. Mason's eye with a frown

that would have had a bad effect on milk in these hot
days. Seeing our note books out and pencil faithfully
recording, he sputtered at length on some questions

which had been asked. Among other remarks he said
he hoped the Ladies would all come forward and if any
nuisances were present, that they would be removed.
In the meantime, cogitating in what "arthly" ways he

should get rid of the short hand reporter. Probably,
says he to himself, how shall I get him out. I hate
him because he reports the truth and I fear it; and

as the Irishman said when the Judge told him that jus-
tice should certainly be done, "Faith, that's what
I am affraid [sic.] of."

If I attempt to expell him, they will say that
it is (as well they may) an old grudge. I'll send
Mr. Webb, because he is under my thumb and will excite
sympathy against Day. Ah, that's it probably said
the old gentleman (down in those deep recesses where
malignity corrodes the feelings of humanity and turns
men into an other order of beings).

Just at this supposed moment Mr. Mason stepped
to Mr. Webb - they whispered - the one nodded command,
the other bowed obeisance [sic.]. Up gets Mr. Webb,
with his hand on his mouth, probably biting his lips
at the idea of so menial a service, and came to our

seat. Stepping first on one side then on the other,
he addressed the reporter who was as calm as a summer's

eve. "Mr. Day are you a member of this class?" "Yes

sir, I believe I am," was the reply. "What right have

you here." "I came by your invitation," was the reply.

"What invitation?" "The public notice which called

120
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all the old members of the class together of which

I am one, and promised them all the privileges of the

present ocation [sic.]!" (1.) "Well I shall deprive

you of that right on my own authority. WE LOWELL MASON

and little (i) consider you a traducer, (2.) I wish

you would leave the house." A reason for such a request

was desired. Mr. Webb said he should give no reason

or "for no reason." "He wished we would leave the

house." It was urged that we had a lawful right, and

the reason was required. Being near the middle of

the house, many heard all that was-said - all being

very still. Mr. Mason's rage at this moment grew more

fierce, and in a very loud voice broke in on the in-

terest of accation [sic. ]by saying "Mr. Webb GET a

police officer and put him out doors if he will not

go without. I consider him a public nuisance, a public

defamer." (3.) We now arose and turning to reply,

had proceeded so far as to say "we shall" - when the

same voice made the capacious temple ring in a most

angry and vocifferous [sic .] tone, -SILENCE!! SILENCE!!

we then proceeded to answer very distinctly - "We shall

see by and by who is a public nuisance!!" How he could

boil with more rage is not easy to concieve [sic.).

(4.) We however concluded that it would be better

to leave and accordingly stepped out into the isle,

and as we advanced toward the door, maintained with

Mr. Webb-our right to remain and urged the injustice

of the proceeding. And now against the house resounded

with the same fiendish voice, (5.) calling on, the

"gentlemen" in the house to "put HIM OUT DOORS!!!"

Now for the crisis of this remarkable event, which

stumps everlasting - on the name of Lowell Mason -

poor man how could he help it, there he sat - shure

'sic.] enough. Had his stool become a cushion of thorns

he scarcely could have jumped quicker - he made his

way down the steps - not always true that large bodies

move slow; - what a picture - some half rising, their

eyes grew longest perpendicularly - 0 those eyes, those

eyes and that incarnate something - coming down the

isle - hair on end - arms extended - even his very

fingers stuck out to every point of the compass - mouth

a little open - face "pale as a sheet" - and the very

image of something in his eye, I don't like to name,

pacing, for a fat horse cannot trott [sic.) - Mr. Webb,

poor creature shrunk away at his approach! and we have

not heard of him since. Awful moment!!!! this monster

person within one yard!!!!! -And now - the trembling
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hands siezed our shoulders and quickening our pace,

shoved us out and slammed the door. Poor old door,

why so insult thy green baize and iron hinges. The
same biped and hair-on-end, trembling and raging THING

went back - exclaiming "I have got a passage of scripter

[sic.], - I've got a passage of scripter [sic.], where's

the Bible! give me a Bible!!" (6.) He then ran up

the stairs and hunted in the seats of the choir, then

rounded behind the organ to find a Bible - a Bible
for he had a passage of scipture [sic.]. Holy man

or devil which? He found a Bible; but could not find
his passage of scripture. Did he turn or PAW over

the leaves? He could not find the first chapter of
Job. Does he know where the seventh commandment is?

Did that ever strike him on any particular occasion?

(hush). Well - he said he could give it in substance,
The sons of the Lord, said he "came together and Satan

(Day) came also. And then an earthquake of stamping,

hissing and clapping made the house shake. Tragical
scene this. Look at this old man - about 60 years
of age. He ceased a moment and lo! a little voice

from the audience ventured to say "We don't like thus

Daylight." Were it not for chaining madness to ridicule
the old Incarnate might have said in the language of
Cuffee "You spress my mind zactly." The pretended

devil being ejected, the house became noisy - and bois-
terous. But what next? when satan leads a man to an

act of rashness he is always at hand with lies to cover
his default. He - we are told, opened his mouth like
the dragon upon the woman and said that we had applied
to join the Academy and they would not listen to the
request. If Lowell Mason did make such a remark we
here take OUR opportunity, though we are sorry to say,

that he is a PUBLIC LIAR. We challenge him to prove
any such thing.

When we first came to Boston, we like many others

found out the deception about this humbug institution.
Some years since, we commenced opening the eyes of the
community on the matter showing by incontrovertible
articles that the whole affair found its SOURCE in
Lowell Mason's head and emptied into his pocket. We
were often urged to join the choir when in existence,

and as often refused. All these things we can prove
by credible witnesses. We are informed that he made

a similar statement in regard to the Handel and Haydn
Society, if so - it was a BASE LIE as the vice presi-

dents of that Society will testify. If Mr. Mason made

such statements - his word is scarcely better than the
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most infamous scoundrel that has a being. Contemptible
man - with the doors closed - no one to report him
but per memory, and "silence, silence," imposed on

any who might question his truthfulness, he could say
what he pleased. How cowardly! How does this show
himself condemned. How does it show the truth of all

that has been said in the public papers. Such is his

policy, we conclude, after some years acquaintance.

Mr. Johnson, who is considered in the city to act

as Mr. Mason's "runner" - to bark when he says here
boy, followed soon after, in yarns of his own fabrica-
tions. Poor little fellow, a cat's paw of Mr. Mason's.

Well - indeed in Park Street Vestry did he say just
before the Gazette came out, "we must get up something

or we shall all go down." What a couragious [sic.]
animal - to growl in his master's cause! To crow after
he has retreated into the coop!! Great warriors (says)
in the chimney corner - moral hardihood to assail
a man's name - but dumb or terrified at his presence.
Great defence of the Boston Academy, that no one is

allowed to hear!! Wonderful way to enlighten the public
after first having driven away the reporter!!! Was
not this pretended explanation of the Boston Academy

a mere farce? Did Mr. Mason answer the charges brought

against him and this humbug institution in the public

papers? That the name is used by way of false pretense,

or so as to make a false impression? That there was

no such thing in existence as a Boston Academy of Music,

in the common meaning of the term? That the great bustle

about the Boston Academy and class after all, is noth-

ing, or little more than a "trick of the trade," to
act in the capacity of teachers, whether fit or unfit

for the calling? Probably not. It is therefore taken

for granted, that he could not remove them. He probably

saw that his "roundabout" remarks would only do for

the young men but would not satisfy a discriminating
public and therefore was unwilling they should be re-

ported. The columns of this paper have been and are

now - free to him to refute the charges above referred
to.

An insult indeed - The next day, in company with

several others, we met the same incarnate thing oppo-
site the Marlboro Hotel. He put his face up into ours

and affected a kind of winning smile. As we have often
thought of the remark of Gen. Washington, that he would
not be out done by an Indian in politeness, we did
not treat the approach with disdain, though we were

astonished that he would one day drive us out doors
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as a devil - and the next coax a friendly salutation.
One of our company said that he ought to have been
knocked down in the gutter - another that he probably
wished to make up.

It is important to put a mark on a few individuals,
Lowell Mason in particular, lest by and by when Day
and Beal's sight singing method is introduced in all
the schools and choirs in the country, they turn round
and say as they undoubtedly will - "o, I always approved
of the numeral system. I! ! helped- introduce it - I
I - have considered it the best method for years."
&c. &c. These very men will by and by be following
in our wake - if they think any MONEY can be made out
of it. It is for their interest now to oppose. ENEMIES
To Day and Beal's Sight Singing Numeral Method. Lowell
Mason, J.G. Webb, A.N. Johnson, Mason and Johnson's
Gazette, and a few others who dare not maintain their
independence. 3

3. Day, The Musical Visitor (October 26, 1846) V/2, 209-210.
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